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Abstract
We prove an extensionality theorem for the “type-in-type” dependent
type theory with Σ-types. We suggest that the extensional equality type
be identified with the logical equivalence relation on the free term model
of type theory.
1 Introduction
The Extensionality Theorem of simple type theory states that all definable terms
preserve a given relation RA on the free model of type theory, provided this
relation is logical. In this context, logical means that the relation is generated
in a very specific way from the base types by induction on the type structure.
In particular, for the function type A→ B, the relation is to be given by
RA→Bff
′ ⇐⇒ (∀aa′ ∶ A)RAaa
′ → RB(fa)(f
′a′)
The theorem has its origins in the Tarski–Sher thesis on the invariance of
truth-valued operations (Feferman (2010), Tarski and Corcoran (1986), Sher
(1991)). The first application of what came to be known as logical relations
technique was given by Gandy (1956) in the proof of relative consistency of
the axiom of extensionality in Church’s theory of types. However, it is only
fairly recently that William Tait (1995) suggested that the notion of extensional
equality in type theory be identified with the meta-level equivalence relation
between terms defined by induction on type structure. By a logical relations
argument, Tait proceeded to show that every term is indeed extensional, ie,
preserves the semantic equivalence relation. As a consequence, every closed
term is related to iself by this relation, giving a a computational justification
for introducing the reflexivity operator for extensional equality.
Tait’s ideas remain relatively little-known. In light of the recent attention re-
ceived by issues of extensional identity, we think this is a good time to explicitly
announce the following
Extensionality Thesis. The extensional equality of type theory is the logi-
cal equivalence relation between elements of the term model defined by
induction on type structure.
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In this note, we shall generalize Tait’s extensionality theorem to dependent
type theory with the universe of all types being itself a type. This system is
known as λ∗. It is a pure type system which includes Σ-types in addition to Π.
(A ΠΣ-system, in the lexicon of Terlouw (1995).)
Our result is closely related to the well-known theory of parametricity, which
generalizes Reynolds’ Abstraction Theorem for the polymorphic lambda calculus
to the dependent case. For the PTS formulation of dependent type theory,
the general result is proved by Bernardy and Lasson (2011). For the Logical
Frameworks formulation, it is proved by Rabe and Sojakova (2013).
The central difference between the above results and ours consists in the
treatment of universes. In parametricity theory, one associates to every type a
relation RA ∶ A → A → Type (which in general can have arbitrary arity). In
the case of the universe ∗, a relation between two types A,B ∶ ∗ is just that —
a term of type A→ B → Type. So R∗AB is just the type of relations between
A and B.
In our case, we want the relation on the universe to be a (1-dimensional)
equivalence of types, which means that a term of type R∗AB is not merely a re-
lation, but a relation satisfying certain additional properties. We give a formula-
tion of these properties in the language of Induction–Recursion (Dybjer and Setzer
(1999)), and prove a strict extensionality theorem for λ∗.
1.1 The simply typed case
We begin by recalling an elementary fact about the simply typed λ-calculus.
The syntax of simple types and typed terms is as follows:
T = o ∣ T→ T ∣ T ×T
Λ = x ∣ λx∶T.Λ ∣ ΛΛ
∣ (Λ,Λ) ∣ π1Λ ∣ π2Λ
A model of λ→ consists of a family of sets {XA ∣ A ∈ T} where
XA→B ⊆X
XB
A
XA×B ⊆XA ×XB
are such that XA→B is closed under abstraction of terms of type B over variables
of type A, and XA×B is closed under pairs of definable elements of XA and XB.
The interpretation of types is given by
JAK =XA
The interpretation of terms is parametrized by an environment ρ = {ρA ∶ VA →XA},
assigning elements of the domain to the free variables of the term.
Let Env be the set of such collections of functions.
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A term t ∶ A is interpreted as a map JtK ∶ Env→ JAK. We write JtKρ for JtK(ρ).
The definition of JtKρ is given by induction:
Jx ∶ AKρ = ρA(x)
JstKρ = JsKρJtKρ
Jλx∶A.tKρ = (a↦ JtKρ,x∶=a)
J(s, t)Kρ = (JsKρ, JtKρ)
JπitKρ = ai, where JtKρ = (a1, a2) ∈ JA1 ×A2K
A relation R = {RA ∶ JAK → JAK →Type ∣ A ∈ T} is said to be logical if
RA→Bff
′ ⇐⇒ ∀aa′∶XA.RAaa
′ ⇒ RB(fa)(f
′a′)
RA×B(a, b)(a
′, b′) ⇐⇒ RAaa
′ ∧RBbb
′
Theorem 1. (Extensionality Theorem) Let R be logical. Suppose that t is a
typed term:
x1 ∶ A1, . . . , xn ∶ An ⊢ t ∶ T
and let there be given
a1, a
′
1
∈ JA1K, . . . , an, a
′
n ∈ JAnK
Then
a1RA1a
′
1, . . . , anRAna
′
n Ô⇒ JtKx⃗∶=a⃗RT JtKx⃗∶=a⃗′
In other words, every typed λ-term induces a function which maps related
elements to related elements. As a corallary, we get that a closed term t ∈ Λ0(A)
is RA-related to itself.
We also note that if a given relation Ro on the basic type is reflexive (sym-
metric, transitive), then its logical extension to the full type structure is also
reflexive (symmetric, transitive). In particular, any equivalence given on Xo
can be extended to the interpretation of all types XA by the logical conditions.
Then the elements in the model which are defined by λ-terms will preserve the
equivalence relation on the corresponding types.
The proof of the above theorem proceeds by induction on the structure of
derivation that t ∶ T . We do abstraction case as an example. If t = λx∶A.t′, we
have
x1 ∶ A1, . . . , xn ∶ An, x ∶ A ⊢ t
′ ∶ B
Abs
x1 ∶ A1, . . . , xn ∶ An ⊢ λx∶A.t
′ ∶ A→ B
Let (a1, . . . , an), (a
′
1, . . . , a
′
n) ∶ A1 × ⋯ × An be such that aiRAia
′
i. Assume
a, a′ ∶ A are given, and suppose that aRAa
′.
By induction hypothesis,
Jt′Kx1...xnx∶=a1...anaRBJt
′Kx1...xnx∶=a′1...a′na′
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which can be rewritten as
Jλx.t′Kx1...xn∶=a1...an(a)RBJλx.t
′Kx1...xn∶=a′1...a′n(a
′)
Since a, a′ were arbitrary, and RA→B is logical, it follows that
RA→BJλx.t
′Kx1...xn ∶=a1...anJλx.t
′Kx1...xn∶=a′1...a′n
The other cases are treated similarly.
We note that the structure of the proof that tRT t recapitulates rather pre-
cisely the structure of t itself. In particular, the theorem is completely construc-
tive. Anticipating the dependent development below, consider a constructive
reading of the theorem’s statement:
From a proof a∗1 that a1RA1a
′
1
and a proof a∗
2
that a2RA2a
′
2
⋯
and a proof a∗n that anRAna
′
n
Get a proof t(a∗
1
, . . . , a∗n)
that t(a1, . . . , an)RT t(a
′
1
, . . . , a′n)
This motivates us to think of the above extensionality property as an oper-
ation which, given terms which relate elements in the context, substitutes these
connections into t to get a relation between the corresponding instances of t.
In this interpretation, the proof that a closed term t is related to itself
r(t) ∶ tRT t
has specific computational content. Furthermore, the algorithm associated to
this proof has the same structure as t itself.
2 The dependent case
To make matters simple, we use PTS formulation of dependent type theory with
“type-in-type”. This system is denoted as λ∗. It has a universal type ∗, the
type of all types. This allows us to unify into one the three classical judgement
forms of dependent type theory:
Γ ⊢ A Type
Γ ⊢ a ∶ A
Γ ⊢ B ∶ (A)Type
The judgment Γ ⊢ A Type is replaced by Γ ⊢ A ∶ ∗. Similarly, Γ ⊢ (A)B Type
is replaced by Γ, x∶A ⊢ B ∶ ∗. Thus types and terms of type ∗ are completly
identified.
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The syntax of λ∗, the type-in-type PTS with Σ-types1 is
t ∶∶= ∗ ∣ x ∣ Πx∶A.B(x) ∣ Σx∶A.B(x)
∣ λx∶A.t(x) ∣ st ∣ (s, t) ∣ π1t ∣ π2t
A notational note: the parentheses following the matrix of the Π, Σ, and
λ constructors are not part of the syntax, and merely pronounce the fact that
the term may depend on the variables in question. In general, when we write
t = t(x1, . . . , xn), we do not commit to having displayed all the free variables of
t; it is never mandatory to display a free variable.
The purpose of this notation is merely to reduce clutter in anticipation of
substitution of t by an instance of (some of the) variables. Our general notation
for substituting a free variable x in t by a is
t[a/x]
In particular, if t = t(x1, . . . , xn), then
t[a1/x1]⋯[an/xn] = t(a1, . . . , an)
In the following development, we shall consider the open term model of
the above type theory, using the same theory as our meta-level. To simplify
notation, we write JAK simply as A. As well, if t(x1, . . . , xn) ∶ T (x1, . . . , xn),
then JtKx1,...,xn∶=a1,...,an is denoted as t(a1, . . . , an).
The only axiom of this type system has the form ∗ ∶ ∗, asserting that the
universe of types ∗ is itself a type. Its intuitive meaning is
The collection of structures which types are interpreted by forms
the same kind of structure.
In particular, if types are interpreted by types-with-relation RA ∶ A→ A→ ∗,
then this interpretation must also include a relation on the universe of types
R∗ ∶ ∗ → ∗ → ∗
But how should this relation interact with objects inhabiting related types?
To answer this question, let us consider how the previous extensionality
theorem could be extended to the dependent case. Suppose we are given terms
x∶A ⊢ B(x) ∶ ∗ (1)
x∶A ⊢ b(x) ∶ B(x) (2)
If we are now given a ∶ A, a′ ∶ A, we want to conclude that
RAaa
′ → RBb(a)b(a′) (3)
1We call the system a “PTS” because its notion of equality is based on untyped conversion
of lambda terms. Classically, Σ types are not part of the PTS formalism, but including them
here presents no difficulty.
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However, the two terms b(a) and b(a′) have different types! We need additional
structure to formulate extensionality of dependent maps.
Looking again at (1), observe that, by extensionality, from any witness a∗
of the hypothesis of (3), it should be possible to construct a witness B(a∗) to
the relation R∗B(a)B(a′). The relation between b(a) and b(a′) can then be
construed as lying over the relation between B(a) and B(a′). This suggests the
following principle:
Every witness E ∶ R∗AB to the fact that A and B are related
elements of the universe induces a relation
E˜ ∶ A→ B → ∗
between elements of corresponding types.
Let e ∶ R∗AB be given. In the sequel, we often write e˜ab as a ∼e b. This
relation should have the following properties:
• For any a ∶ A, there exists an element e(a) ∶ B which is RB-minimal with
respect to all elements b which are ∼e-related to from a; thus
– a ∼e e(a)
– a ∼e b⇒ e(a)RBb
• For any b ∶ B, there exists an element e¯(b) ∶ A which is RA-maximal with
respect to all elements a which are ∼e-related to b:
– e¯(b) ∼e b
– a ∼e b⇒ aRAe¯(b)
• Whenever e(a) is related to b, a is related to b. Whenever a is related to
e¯(b), a is related to b. Thus the two implications above are invertible.
(We remark that, if the relations in question are assumed to be reflexive and
transitive, then the above conditions on e˜ define a connection between A and B
in the sense of order theory:
λx∶A.e(x) ∶ A→ B
λy∶B.e¯(y) ∶ B → A
∀x∶A∀y∶B xRAe¯(y) ⇐⇒ e(x)RBy. )
So — if x∶A ⊢ B(x) ∶ ∗, and a∗ ∶ aRAa′, we have B(a∗)∼ ∶ B(a)→ B(a′)→ ∗.
We now say that a family of relations {RA ∶ A→ A→ ∗ ∣ A ∶ ∗} is logical if:
RΠx∶A.B(x)ff
′
= ∏
a∶A
∏
a′∶A
Πa∗ ∶ RAaa
′.B(a∗)∼(fa)(f ′a′) (4)
RΣx∶A.B(x)pp
′
= Σa∗ ∶ RA (π1p) (π1p′).B(a∗)∼ (π2p) (π2p′) (5)
The general statement of extensionality will take the following form:
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Theorem 2. Let {RA} be logical. For every term t typed in the context
x1 ∶ A1,⋯, xn ∶ An(x1, . . . , xn−1) ⊢ t(x1, . . . , xn) ∶ T (x1, . . . , xn)
and for any pair of coordinate-wise related instances
a1 ∶ A1,⋯, an ∶ An(a1, . . . , an−1)
a′1 ∶ A1,⋯, a
′
n ∶ An(a
′
1, . . . , a
′
n−1)
a∗
1
∶ RA1a1a
′
1
,⋯, a∗n ∶ An(a
∗
1
, . . . , a∗n−1)
∼ ana
′
n
there is a witness t(a∗1, . . . , a
∗
n) to the fact that
t(a1, . . . , an) ∼T (a∗
1
,...,a∗
n
) t(a
′
1
, . . . , a′n).
In particular, when t ∶ T is a closed term, the above principle yields a new
term t() ∶ t ∼T () t which is not quite the same as t, because it is one dimension
higher. Let us instead write t∗ for this term. For such closed terms, we get
t∗ ∶ t ∼T ∗ t
T ∗ ∶ T ∼∗∗ T
∗∗ ∶ ∗ ∼∗∗ ∗
This suggests an answer to the quesion of what should be the logical condi-
tion on the universe constant ∗. We should have that
∀A ∶ ∗ aRAa
′ ⇐⇒ a ∼A∗ a
′
In particular,
AR∗B ⇐⇒ A ∼∗∗ B
The problem with the statement of dependent extensionality theorem above
is that the formula in the conclusion already makes reference to the result of
the substitution of a∗
1
, . . . , a∗n into T (x⃗), which requires the extensionality of the
judgement Γ ⊢ T (x⃗) ∶ ∗ to be known beforehand. In general, the proof of this
fact will again depend on extensionality of subterms appearing in T .
We therefore move to first represent the type universe of λ∗ in a minimal
extension of the system relevant for this purpose. The above theorem will be
stated for the result of reflecting the meta-level into this universe. The next
step is to mutually define the type of equivalences between two elements of this
universe, and the corresponding relations induced by such equivalences. The
inter-dependency between these concepts is resolved using an indexed inductive–
recursive definition of Dybjer and Setzer (2001), and this allows us to state the
above theorem for the (reflected) universe. Finally, we prove the theorem by
induction on the structure of derivations.
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3 λ∗ in λ∗
The inductive–recursive definition of the universe U of λ∗-types is as follows:
Inductive U ∶ ∗ ∶=
∣ ◯Π ∶ ΠA ∶ U.(TA→ U) → U
∣ ◯Σ ∶ ΠA ∶ U.(TA→ U) → U
∣ ⊛ ∶ U
with T ∶ U → ∗ ∶=
T (◯ΠAB) = Πa ∶ TA.T [Ba]
T (◯ΣAB) = Σa ∶ TA.T [Ba]
T (⊛) = U
Let λ∗U be λ∗ augmented with the above datatype. Notice that every deriva-
tion in λ∗ is also a derivation in λ∗U .
Definition 3. We define a map (⋅) from the raw terms of λ∗ to the raw terms
of λ∗U as follows:
∗ = ⊛
x = x
Πx∶A.B =◯ΠA(λx∶TA.B)
Σx∶A.B =◯ΣA(λx∶TA.B)
λx∶A.t = λx∶A.t
st = st
(s, t) = (s, t)
πis = πis
Definition 4. Suppose Γ = {x1 ∶ A1, . . . , xn ∶ An}. We define
Γ ∶= {x1 ∶ TA1, . . . , xn ∶ TAn}
Lemma 5. (Substitution Lemma) Let M,N be λ∗-terms. Then
M[N/x] =M[N/x]
Corollary 6. Let M = N be λ∗-terms. Then
M =N Ô⇒ M =N
Theorem 7. (Reflection of ∗ into U)
Γ ⊢λ∗ M ∶ A Ô⇒ Γ ⊢λ∗U M ∶ TA
Proof. The translation is done by induction on Γ ⊢M ∶ A.
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Axiom ⊢λ∗ ∗ ∶ ∗. Then Γ = Γ = (). Also A =M = ⊛.
The conversion rule gives
⊛ ∶ U T⊛ ∶ ∗ U = T⊛
⊛ ∶ T⊛
Thus indeed ⊢U M ∶ TA.
Variable Suppose δ ends with
Γ ⊢ A ∶ ∗
Γ, x ∶ A ⊢ x ∶ A
By induction hypothesis, we have
Γ ⊢ A ∶ T⊛
Hence Γ ⊢ A ∶ U , and Γ ⊢ TA ∶ ∗ By the variable rule, we have
Γ, x ∶ TA ⊢ x ∶ TA
Weakening Let the derivation end with
Γ ⊢M ∶ A Γ ⊢ B ∶ ∗
Γ, y ∶ B ⊢M ∶ A
By induction hypothesis, we have
Γ ⊢M ∶ TA
Γ ⊢ B ∶ T⊛
That is, Γ yields ⊢ B ∶ U . Then TB ∶ ∗. By weakening,
Γ, y ∶ TB ⊢M ∶ TA
Π-formation Given
Γ ⊢ A ∶ ∗ Γ, x ∶ A ⊢ B ∶ ∗
Γ ⊢ Πx∶A.B ∶ ∗
the induction hypotheses yield
Γ ⊢ A ∶ T∗ (6)
Γ, x ∶ TA ⊢ B ∶ T∗ (7)
Since A,B ∶ T∗ = T⊛ = U , we have Γ ⊢ TA ∶ ∗ as well as Γ, x ∶ TA ⊢ TB ∶ ∗.
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By the Π-introduction rule, (7) yields
Γ ⊢ λx∶TA.B ∶ TA→ U
whence Π-elimination together with (6) yields
Γ ⊢◯ΠA(λx∶TA.B) ∶ U
That is,
Γ ⊢ Πx∶A.B ∶ T∗
Σ-formation Treated in an analogous fashion.
Π-introduction Suppose the derivation is of the form
Γ ⊢ A ∶ ∗ Γ, x ∶ A ⊢ B ∶ ∗ Γ, x ∶ A ⊢ b ∶ B
Γ ⊢ λx∶A.b ∶ Πx∶A.B
The induction hypotheses give us
Γ ⊢ A ∶ T∗
Γ, x ∶ TA ⊢ B ∶ T∗
Γ, x ∶ TA ⊢ b ∶ TB (8)
As in the previous case, we actually have
Γ ⊢ A ∶ U Γ ⊢ TA ∶ ∗
Γ, x ∶ TA ⊢ B ∶ U Γ, x ∶ TA ⊢ TB ∶ ∗
Γ ⊢ Πx∶A.B ∶ U Γ ⊢ T [Πx∶A.B] ∶ ∗
By Π-introduction on (8), we have
Γ ⊢ λx∶TA.b ∶ Πx∶TA.TB
But we also find that
Πx∶TA.TB = T [◯ΠA(λx∶TA.B)] = TΠx∶A.B (9)
and so conclude that
Γ ⊢ λx∶A.b ∶ TΠx∶A.B
Π-elimination Suppose we are given
Γ ⊢ A ∶ ∗ Γ, x ∶ A ⊢ B ∶ ∗ Γ ⊢ f ∶ Πx∶A.B Γ ⊢ a ∶ A
Γ ⊢ fa ∶ B[a/x]
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The induction hypothesis yield, on the one hand, that
Γ ⊢ A ∶ U Γ ⊢ TA ∶ ∗
Γ, x ∶ TA ⊢ B ∶ U Γ, x ∶ TA ⊢ TB ∶ ∗
Γ ⊢ Πx∶A.B ∶ U Γ ⊢ T [Πx∶A.B] ∶ ∗
and on the other hand, that
Γ ⊢ f ∶ TΠx∶A.B
Γ ⊢ a ∶ TA
Since f by conversion in (9) has type Πx∶TA.TB, we may write
Γ ⊢ fa ∶ TB[a/x]
By Lemma 5, the type in the above judgment is equal to TB[a/x] .
Σ-introduction When we are at
Γ ⊢ A ∶ ∗ Γ, x ∶ A ⊢ B ∶ ∗ Γ ⊢ a ∶ A Γ ⊢ b ∶ B[a/x]
Γ ⊢ (a, b) ∶ Σx∶A.B
the induction hypotheses give as before that
Γ ⊢ TA ∶ ∗
Γ, x ∶ TA ⊢ TB ∶ ∗
and, in addition, we also have
Γ ⊢ a ∶ TA
Γ ⊢ b ∶ TB[a/x]
Recall that
Σx∶A.B =◯ΣA(λx∶TA.B)
TΣx∶A.B = Σx∶TA.TB
By Lemma 5, TB[a/x] = TB[a/x]. Hence b ∶ TB[a/x].
By Σ-introduction, we now obtain
Γ ⊢ (a, b) ∶ Σx∶TA.TB
In other words, Γ ⊢ (a, b) ∶ TΣx∶A.B.
Σ-elimination Let there be derived
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Γ ⊢ A ∶ ∗ Γ, x ∶ A ⊢ B ∶ ∗ Γ ⊢ p ∶ Σx∶A.B
Γ ⊢ π1p ∶ A
Γ ⊢ π2p ∶ B[π1p/x]
Assume we have
Γ ⊢ A ∶ U
Γ, x ∶ TA ⊢ B ∶ U
Γ ⊢ p ∶ TΣx∶A.B
We have just seen that TΣx∶A.B = Σx∶TA.TB. Thus
π1p ∶ TA
π2p ∶ [TB][π1p/x]
The subjects of these judgements can be rewritten as πip.
Also
[TB][π1p/x] = [TB][π1p/x] = T [B[π1p/x]] = T [B[π1p/x]]
Thus we have
Γ ⊢ π1p ∶ TA
Γ ⊢ π2p ∶ TB[π1p/x]
Conversion Suppose we come across
Γ ⊢M ∶ A Γ ⊢ B ∶ ∗ A = B
Γ ⊢M ∶ B
By induction hypothesis, we have
Γ ⊢M ∶ TA
Γ ⊢ B ∶ U
By Lemma 6, we have
A = B
But clearly that implies that
TA = TB
It is likewise clear that
Γ ⊢ TB ∶ ∗
By the conversion rule, we comprehend
Γ ⊢M ∶ TB
This completes the proof of the theorem.
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4 Extensionality of λ∗
We work in λ∗U . Assume as given a relation
R ∶ ΠA ∶ U.TA→ TA→ ∗
At this point we begin to denote RA by the symbol
A≃ ∶ TA→ TA→ ∗
and we shall often write A≃aa′ as a ≃A a
′.
We also require that every inhabitant e of ⊛≃AB gives rise to a relation
e∼ ∶ TA→ TB → ∗
and we often write e∼ab as a ∼e b.
For the notion of equivalence of types, we assume as given a binary relation
on the type U :
≃∶ U → U → U
and we write A≃B for ≃AB. This notation is consistent, because we shall
stipulate that
A ≃ B = A ≃∗B
In order to precisely state extensionality theorem using the above data, we
must provide answers to the following questions:
• What does it mean for two types A,B ∶ U to be equivalent?
• What does it mean for two elements to be related by an equivalence?
To answer these questions, we proceed as in Section 2. We identify the
notion of equivalence with the notion of a binary relation with certain properties.
Semantically, e is an equivalence between A and B if e ⊆ JAK×JBK, and e satisfies
those additional properties.
In order to represent equivalences in type theory, we must therefore introduce
a syntax for defining such binary relations between two types.
That is, for any two terms A,B ∶ U , we must introduce a type of codes of
equivalences from A to B. This type will be denoted as
Eq(A,B)
Simulateneously with this type, we must also define a function which evaluates
the codes to actual relations between the types A and B. Ie, we need a map
Rel ∶ Eq(A,B) → TA→ TB → ∗
This suggests that the type constructors ≃ and ∼e can be captured using a
variant of the inductive–recursive (IR) definitions.
Upon reflecting on this possibility, it shall become manifest that the two
concepts above cannot be defined uniformly in A and B; rather, the A and B
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must take part in the recursive construction of both the set Eq(A,B) as well
as the map Rel . Thus, the arguments A and B are to be treated as indices, so
that we are dealing with an indexed inductive–recursive definition (IIRD).
We are now in the position to answer the two questions posed above. The
notion of equivalence of types A and B and the notion of elements of the corre-
sponding types being related over this equivalence are both defined simultane-
ously by indexed induction–recursion. The definition follows.
Inductive Eq ∶ U → U → ∗ ∶=
∣ r(⊛) ∶ Eq⊛⊛
∣ ◯Π∗{AA′ ∶ U}{B ∶ A→ U}{B′ ∶ A′ → U}
(A∗ ∶ EqAA′)(B∗ ∶ Πa∶AΠa′∶A′Πa∗ ∶ Rel A∗aa′.Ba ≃ B′a′)
∶ Eq(◯ΠAB)(◯ΠA′B′)
∣ ◯Σ∗{AA′ ∶ U}{B ∶ A→ U}{B′ ∶ A′ → U}
(A∗ ∶ EqAA′)(B∗ ∶ Πa∶AΠa′∶A′Πa∗ ∶ Rel A∗aa′.Ba ≃ B′a′)
∶ Eq(◯ΣAB)(◯ΣA′B′)
with Rel ∶ Π{A}{B} ∶ U. EqAB → TA→ TB → ∗
Rel (r(⊛))AB = EqAB
Rel (◯Π∗A∗B∗)ff ′ = Πx∶AΠx′∶A′Πx∗ ∶ Rel A∗xx′.
Rel (B∗xx′x∗)(fx)(f ′x′)
Rel (◯Σ∗A∗B∗)pp′ = Σx∗ ∶ Rel A∗(π1p)(π1p′).
Rel (B∗(π1p)(π1p′)x∗)(π2p)(π2p′)
We denote the system λ∗U extended with the above IIRD by λ∗U≃.
We remark that λ∗U is a subsystem of λ∗U≃ in the sense that every term
of λ∗U is a term of λ∗U≃, and every derivation in λ∗U is also a derivation in
λ∗U≃.
Definition 8. We define two operations on those terms of λ∗U which are in
the image of the reflection map ⋅ ∶ λ∗→ λ∗U .
Thus, the operations are really defined on terms of formM or (T )A, but for
notational convenience we shall write these as M and A just as well.
The first operation marks every variable with an apostrophe:
(−)′ ∶ Terms(λ∗U) → Terms(λ∗U)
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⊛
′
= ⊛
(x)′ = x′
(◯ΠAB)′ =◯ΠA′B′
(◯ΣAB)′ =◯ΣA′B′
(λx∶A.b)′ = λx′∶A′.b′
(st)′ = s′t′
(s, t)′ = (s′, t′)
(π1p)′ = π1p′
(π2p)′ = π2p′
The second operation substitutes every type by an equivalence and every
term by a higher-dimensional cell.
(−)∗ ∶ Terms(λ∗U)→ Terms(λ∗U≃)
(x)∗ = x∗
⊛
∗
= r(⊛)
(◯ΠAB)∗ =◯Π∗A∗(λx∶A λx′∶A′ λx∗ ∶ Rel A∗xx′.B∗)
(◯ΣAB)∗ =◯Σ∗A∗(λx∶A λx′∶A′ λx∗ ∶ Rel A∗xx′.B∗)
(λx∶A.b)∗ = λx∶A λx′∶A′ λx∗ ∶ Rel A∗xx′.b∗
(fa)∗ = f∗aa′a∗
(a, b)∗ = (a∗, b∗)
(π1p)∗ = π1p∗
(π2p)∗ = π2p∗
Theorem 9. (M[N/x])′ =M ′[N ′/x′]
Theorem 10. (M[N/x])∗ =M∗[N/x,N ′/x′,N∗/x∗]
Proof. Axiom (⊛[N/x])∗ = (⊛)∗ = r(⊛) = r(⊛)[N/x,N ′/x′,N∗/x∗]
Variable
(y[N/x])∗ =
⎧⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎩
(x[N/x])∗ = N∗ = x∗[N/x,N ′/x′,N∗/x∗] y = x
(y[N/x])∗ = y∗ = y∗[N/x,N ′/x′,N∗/x∗] y ≠ x
Product
(◯ΠAB [N/x])∗ = (◯ΠA[N/x]B[N/x])∗
=◯Π∗(A[N/x])∗(B[N/x])∗
=◯Π∗A∗[N/x,N ′/x′,N∗/x∗]B∗[N/x,N ′/x′,N∗/x∗]
= (◯Π∗A∗B∗)[N/x,N ′/x′,N∗/x∗]
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Sum
(◯ΣAB [N/x])∗ = (◯ΣA[N/x]B[N/x])∗
=◯Σ∗(A[N/x])∗(B[N/x])∗
=◯Σ∗A∗[N/x,N ′/x′,N∗/x∗]B∗[N/x,N ′/x′,N∗/x∗]
= (◯Σ∗A∗B∗)[N/x,N ′/x′,N∗/x∗]
Abstraction We remark that the Variable Convention can has observed.
((λy∶A.b)[N/x])∗ = (λy ∶ A[N/x].b[N/x])∗
= λy∶A[N/x] λy′∶(A[N/x])′ λy∗ ∶ Rel (A[N/x])∗yy′.(b[N/x])∗
= λy∶A[N/x] λy′∶A′[N ′/x′] λy∗ ∶ Rel A∗[N/x,N ′/x′,N∗/x∗]yy′.
b∗[N/x,N ′/x′,N∗/x∗]
= λy∶A[N,N ′,N∗/x,x′, x∗] λy′∶A′[N,N ′,N∗/x,x′, x∗]
λy∗ ∶ (Rel A∗yy′)[N,N ′,N∗/x,x′, x∗].b∗[N,N ′,N∗/x,x′, x∗]
= (λy∶A λy′∶A′ λy∗ ∶ Rel A∗yy′.b∗)[N,N ′,N∗/x,x′, x∗]
= (λy ∶ A.b)∗[N/x,N ′/x′,N∗/x∗]
Application
(st[N/x])∗ = (s[N/x]t[N/x])∗
= (s[N/x])∗(t[N/x])(t[N/x])′(t[N/x])∗
= (s∗[N,N ′,N∗/x,x′, x∗]t[N/x]t′[N ′/x]t∗[N,N ′,N∗/x,x′, x∗]
= (s∗tt′t∗)[N,N ′,N∗/x,x′, x∗]
= (st)∗[N,N ′,N∗/x,x′, x∗]
Pairing
((s, t)[N/x])∗ = (s[N/x], t[N/x])∗
= ((s[N/x])∗, (t[N/x])∗)
= (s∗[N/x,N ′/x′,N∗/x∗], t∗[N/x,N ′/x′,N∗/x∗])
= (s∗, t∗)[N,N ′,N∗/x,x′, x∗]
= (s, t)∗[N,N ′,N∗/x,x′, x∗]
Projection
((πit)[N/x])∗ = (πit[N/x])∗
= πi(t[N/x])∗
= πi(t∗[N,N ′,N∗/x,x′, x∗])
= πit
∗[N,N ′,N∗/x,x′, x∗]
= (πit)∗[N,N ′,N∗/x,x′, x∗]
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Corollary 11. Suppose M =N . Then M∗ = N∗.
Proof. Assume M = (λx∶A.s)t and N = s[t/x]. We have
M∗ = ((λx∶A.s)t)∗ = (λx∶A.s)∗tt′t∗
= (λx∶A λx′∶A′ λx∗ ∶ Rel A∗xx′.s∗)tt′t∗
= s∗[t/x][t′/x′][t∗/x∗]
= (s[t/x])∗ = N∗
where the last equality is by the previous proposition.
Now suppose that M = πi(t1, t2), and N = ti. Then
M∗ = πi(t∗1 , t
∗
2
) = t∗i = N
∗
Definition 12. A λ∗U -context Γ is said to be a U -context if Γ is of the form
x1 ∶ TA1, . . . , xn ∶ TAn(x1, . . . , xn−1)
and for 0 ≤ i < n, it holds that
x1 ∶ TA1, . . . , xi ∶ TAi(x1, . . . , xi−1) ⊢ Ai+1(x1, . . . , xi) ∶ U
If Γ is a U -context, and Γ ⊢ A ∶ U , we call A a U -type in Γ.
Definition 13. Given a U -context Γ = {x1∶TA1, . . . xn∶TAn}, put
Γ∗ =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
x1 ∶ TA1, . . . , xn ∶ TAn,
x′1 ∶ TA
′
1, . . . , x
′
n ∶ TA
′
n,
x∗
1
∶ Rel A∗
1
x1x
′
1
, . . . , x∗n ∶ Rel A
∗
nxnx
′
n
Let Γ′ be obtained from Γ by apostrophizing every variable, including those
occurring in their declared types. Obviously, we can have
Theorem 14. Γ ⊢M ∶ A Ô⇒ Γ′ ∶M ′ ∶ A′.
Theorem 15. Let Γ be a U -context, and A a U -type in Γ. Then
Γ ⊢λ∗U M ∶ TA Ô⇒ Γ
∗ ⊢λ∗U≃ M
∗
∶ Rel A∗MM ′ (10)
Proof. We proceed by induction on the derivation.
Axiom Suppose Γ ⊢ ⊛ ∶ T⊛. We have
⊛
∗
= r(⊛) ∶ Eq⊛⊛ = Rel r(⊛)⊛⊛ = Rel ⊛∗⊛⊛′
where r(⊛) ∶ Eq⊛⊛ in any context.
By conversion rule, Γ∗ ⊢ ⊛∗ ∶ Rel ⊛∗⊛⊛′.
Variable Suppose we have a derivation tree with root
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Γ ⊢ A ∶ T⊛
Γ, x ∶ TA ⊢ x ∶ TA
(Notice that the hypothesis says that A is a U -type in Γ.)
By the previous proposition, Γ′ ⊢ A′ ∶ T⊛.
By induction hypothesis, Γ∗ ⊢ A∗ ∶ Rel ⊛∗AA′.
Since Rel ⊛∗AA′ = EqAA′, we have Γ∗ ⊢ A∗ ∶ EqAA′ by conversion.
Yet Γ∗ also yields that TA ∶ ∗ and TA′ ∶ ∗, and thus we may form the
context Γ∗, x ∶ TA,x′ ∶ TA′ ⊢. In this context, we may derive that
Γ∗, x ∶ TA,x′ ∶ TA′ ⊢ Rel A∗xx′ ∶ ∗
using the typing rule for the Rel constructor.
By the variable rule, we have
Γ∗, x ∶ TA,x′ ∶ TA′, x∗ ∶ Rel A∗xx′ ⊢ x∗ ∶ Rel A∗xx′
The context in the above judgement is (Γ, x ∶ TA)∗. The subject is (x)∗.
The type predicate is as displayed in (10).
Weakening Suppose they give you
Γ ⊢M ∶ TA Γ ⊢ B ∶ T⊛
Γ, y ∶ TB ⊢M ∶ TA
The induction hypotheses give that
Γ∗ ⊢M∗ ∶ Rel A∗MM ′
Γ∗ ⊢ B∗ ∶ Rel ⊛∗BB′
As before, we may conclude that B,B′ ∶ U in Γ∗, that B∗ ∶ EqBB′, and
that Γ∗, y ∶ TB,y′ ∶ TB′ is a valid context.
Then Rel B∗yy′ ∶ ∗, and by weakening we get
(Γ, y ∶ TB)∗ ⊢M∗ ∶ Rel A∗MM ′
Formation Consider the typing
Γ ⊢ A ∶ T⊛ Γ, x∶TA ⊢ B ∶ T⊛
Γ ⊢◯ΠA(λx∶TA.B) ∶ ⊛
By induction, Γ∗ ⊢ A∗ ∶ Rel ⊛∗AA′.
By conversion, this gives Γ∗ ⊢ A∗ ∶ EqAA′.
We also have (Γ, x∶TA)∗ ⊢ B∗ ∶ Rel ⊛∗BB′.
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That gives Γ∗, x∶TA,x′ ∶ TA′, x∗ ∶ Rel A∗xx′ ⊢ B∗ ∶ EqBB′.
Using the abstraction rule, we derive
Γ∗ ⊢ λx∶TA λx′∶TA′ λx∗ ∶ Rel A∗xx′.B∗
∶ Πx∶TA Πx′∶TA Πx∗ ∶ Rel A∗xx′.EqBB′
which can be rewritten as
Γ∗ ⊢ (λx ∶ TA.B)∗ ∶ Πx∶TA Πx′∶TA Πx∗ ∶ Rel A∗xx′. EqBB′
Using the ◯Π∗-constructor, we may derive
Γ∗ ⊢◯Π∗A∗(λx ∶ TA.B)∗ ∶ Eq(◯ΠAB)(◯ΠA′B′)
The subject of the above judgment is equal to
(◯ΠA(λx ∶ TA.B))∗
while the type is convertible to Rel r(⊛)(◯ΠAB)(◯ΠA′B′). Putting these
together using the conversion rule yields
Γ∗ ⊢ (◯ΠA(λx ∶ TA.B))∗ ∶ Rel ⊛∗(◯ΠAB)(◯ΠAB)′
being of the required form.
By replacing Π with Σ, ◯Π with ◯Σ , and ◯Π∗ with ◯Σ∗, we may derive from
the same hypotheses that
Γ∗ ⊢ (◯ΣA(λx ∶ TA.B))∗ ∶ Rel ⊛∗(◯ΣAB)(◯ΣAB)′
Abstraction If we have to do
Γ ⊢ A ∶ T⊛ Γ, x ∶ TA ⊢ B ∶ T⊛ Γ, x ∶ TA ⊢ b ∶ TB
Γ ⊢ λx∶TA.b ∶ T (◯ΠA(λx∶TA.B))
the induction hypotheses yield, with conversion, that
Γ∗ ⊢ A∗ ∶ EqAA′
Γ∗, x ∶ TA,x′ ∶ TA′, x∗ ∶ Rel A∗xx′ ⊢ B∗ ∶ EqBB′
Γ∗, x ∶ TA,x′ ∶ TA′, x∗ ∶ Rel A∗xx′ ⊢ b∗ ∶ Rel B∗bb′
Since A,A′ are U -types in Γ∗, and Rel A∗xx′ ∶ ∗, we can apply the ab-
straction rule three times in a row to see that the context
(Γ, x ∶ TA)∗ = Γ∗, x ∶ TA,x′ ∶ TA′, x∗ ∶ Rel A∗xx′
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yields typing judgment
⊢ λx∶TA λx′∶TA′ λx∗ ∶ Rel A∗xx′.b∗ ∶ Πx∶TA Πx′∶TA′ Πx∗ ∶ Rel A∗xx′.Rel B∗bb′
The subject of this judgment is equal to (λx ∶ TA.b)∗.
The type predicate may be converted as
Πx∶TA Πx′∶TA′ Πx∗ ∶ Rel A∗xx′. Rel B∗bb′
= Πx∶TA Πx′∶TA′ Πx∗ ∶ Rel A∗xx′. Rel B∗((λx∶TA.b)x)((λx′∶TA′.b′)x′)
= Πx∶TA Πx′∶TA′ Πx∗ ∶ Rel A∗xx′.
Rel ((λx ∶ TA.B)∗xx′x∗)((λx∶TA.b)x)((λx′∶TA′.b′)x′)
= Rel (◯Π∗A∗(λx ∶ TA.B)∗)(λx∶TA.b)(λx∶TA.b)′
= Rel (◯ΠA(λx ∶ TA.B))∗(λx∶TA.b)(λx∶TA.b)′
which is of the form (10), as desired.
Application If the derivation ends with
Γ ⊢ A ∶ T⊛
Γ, x∶TA ⊢ B ∶ T⊛ Γ ⊢ f ∶ T (◯ΠA(λx∶TA.B)) Γ ⊢ a ∶ TA
Γ ⊢ fa ∶ B[a/x]
We thus have that that A (A′) and B (B′) are U -types in Γ (Γ′) and
Γ, x∶TA (Γ′, x′ ∶ TA′), respectively.
The induction hypotheses give us
Γ∗ ⊢ A∗ ∶ EqAA′
(Γ, x ∶ TA)∗ ⊢ B∗ ∶ EqBB′
Γ∗ ⊢ f∗ ∶ Rel (◯ΠA(λx∶TA.B))∗ff ′
Γ∗ ⊢ a∗ ∶ Rel A∗aa′
We may rewrite the type of f∗ as
Rel (◯ΠA(λx∶TA.B))∗ff ′
= Πx∶TA Πx′∶TA′ Πx∗ ∶ Rel A∗xx′.
Rel ((λx∶TA.B)∗xx′x∗)(fx)(f ′x′)
= Πx∶TA Πx′∶TA′ Πx∗ ∶ Rel A∗xx′.
Rel ((λx∶TA λx′∶TA′ λx∗ ∶ Rel A∗xx′. Rel B∗)xx′x∗)(fx)(f ′x′)
= Πx∶TA Πx′∶TA′ Πx∗ ∶ Rel A∗xx′.Rel B∗(fx)(f ′x′)
Working in Γ∗, we now apply f∗ to a, a′, a∗ (which types are TA,TA′,Rel A∗aa′,
respectively), in order to obtain
f∗aa′a∗ ∶ Rel B∗(fx)(f ′x′)[a/x, a′/x′, a∗/x∗],
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where we have used the hypotheses on A∗ and B∗ in validating application
typing rule.
Since the sets of primed, starred, and vanilla variables are disjoint, and
every variable in f ′ is primed, while every veriable in f vanilla, we may
rewrite the above as
f∗aa′a∗ ∶ Rel B∗[a/x, a′/x′, a∗/x∗](fa)(f ′a′)
By the substitution lemma,
B∗[a/x, a′/x′, a∗/x∗] = (B[a/x])∗
We may thus rewrite the above judgment as
Γ∗ ⊢ (fa)∗ ∶ Rel B[a/x]∗(fa)(fa)′
as required.
Pairing Given a derivation
Γ ⊢ A ∶ T⊛
Γ, x∶TA ⊢ B ∶ T⊛ Γ ⊢ a ∶ TA Γ ⊢ b ∶ TB[a/x]
Γ ⊢ (a, b) ∶ T (◯ΣA(λx ∶ TA.B))
we have
Γ∗ ⊢ a∗ ∶ Rel A∗aa′
Γ∗ ⊢ b∗ ∶ Rel B[a/x]∗bb′
We also have
Rel (◯ΣA(λx∶TA.B))∗(a, b)(a′, b′)
= Rel (◯Σ∗A∗(λx ∶ TA.B)∗)(a, b)(a′, b′)
= Σa∗ ∶ Rel A∗π1(a, b)π1(a′, b′).
Rel ((λx∶TA.B)∗π1(a, b)π1(a′, b′)a∗)π2(a, b)π2(a′, b′)
= Σa∗ ∶ Rel A∗aa′.Rel ((λx∶TA.B)∗aa′a∗)bb′
= Σa∗ ∶ Rel A∗aa′.Rel (B∗[a, a′, a∗/x,x′, x∗])bb′
= Σa∗ ∶ Rel A∗aa′.Rel B[a/x]∗bb′
Using the pairing rule, we see that (a∗, b∗) can be given the type derived
above. So by conversion, we find
Γ∗ ⊢ (a, b)∗ ∶ Rel (◯ΣA(λx∶TA.B))∗(a, b)(a, b)′
as required.
Projections Given
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Γ ⊢ A ∶ T⊛
Γ, x∶TA ⊢ B ∶ T⊛ Γ ⊢ p ∶ T (◯ΣA(λx∶TA.B))
Γ ⊢ π1p ∶ TA
Γ ⊢ π2p ∶ TB[π1p/x]
we get, by induction hypothesis, that
Γ∗ ⊢ p∗ ∶ Rel (◯ΣA(λx∶TA.B))∗pp′
By the same computation as the previous case, we see that that the type
of p∗ above is convertible to
Σa∗ ∶ Rel A∗(π1p)(π1p′).Rel B∗[π1p, π1p′, a∗/x,x′, x∗](π2p)(π2p′)
But then we have
π1p
∗
∶ Rel A∗π1pπ1p
′
π2p
∗
∶ Rel B∗[π1p, π1p′, π1p∗/x,x′, x∗](π2p)(π2p′)
The first judgment above already has the form required. As for the second,
we use the substitution lemma to rewrite it as
(π2p)∗ ∶ Rel B[π1p/x]∗(π2p)(π2p)′
and this too obeys the form of (10).
Conversion Suppose
Γ ⊢M ∶ A Γ ⊢ B ∶ T⊛ A = B
Γ ⊢M ∶ B
By induction hypothesis, we have
Γ ⊢M∗ ∶ Rel A∗MM ′
The fact that A = B, entails, for deep typographical reasons, that A′ = B′.
Hence by conversion, we have that M ∶ B as well as M ′ ∶ B′.
But we also have that B ∶ U , so that B∗ ∶ Rel ⊛∗BB′, or equivalently
B∗ ∶ EqBB′.
These facts yield that Rel B∗MM ′ ∶ ∗.
By Proposition 11, Rel A∗MM ′ = Rel B∗MM ′.
Γ∗ ⊢M∗ ∶ Rel B∗MM ′
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5 Higher dimensions
The theorem in the previous section can be extended to higher dimensions. For
example, for the groupoid level, we can write an IIRD defining terms
Eq
2
∶ ΠAB ∶ U.EqAB → EqAB → ∗
Rel 2 ∶ ΠAB ∶ UΠee
′
∶ EqAB.Eq
2
ABee′ → ∗
We can follow the same steps as before, and prove extensionality of the 1-
dimensional λ∗U≃ terms as well.
In the next dimension, we would define terms
Eq
3
∶ ΠAB ∶ U Πee′ ∶ EqAB. Eq
2
ee′ → Eq
2
ee′ → ∗
Rel 3 ∶ ΠAB ∶ U Πee
′
∶ EqAB Πǫǫ′ ∶ Eq
2
ABee′. Eq
3
ABee′ǫǫ′ → ∗
It is clear that this method could be continued indefinitely. Once we build
a countable sequence of such IIRD types, we get a type theory in which the
extensionality of every term is witnessed by a higher-dimensional instance of
that term.
It is easier to look at the pattern of the definitions required to ascend exten-
sionality from one dimension to the next. We can then cover all dimensions at
once by making this pattern part of our universe.
On the next page, we give a double IIRD in which the equivalence and
relation types are fully internalized into the universe. The notation
◯Πx ∶ A.
◯Σx ∶ A.
is used there to denote the terms
◯ΠA(λx ∶ TA. )
◯ΣA(λx ∶ TA. )
6 Future work
In order to reason about extensional identity type within the system itself, it
could feel good to internalize the above theorem into the language of type theory.
This will require reflecting not only the type level but also the syntax of terms.
Furthermore, one would need to simultaneously treat symmetry and transitivity,
together with the interaction between them and everything else.
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Inductive U ∶ ∗ ∶=
∣ ⊛ ∶ U
∣ ◯Π ∶ ΠA ∶ U. (TA→ U)→ U
∣ ◯Σ ∶ ΠA ∶ U. (TA→ U)→ U
∣ ◯≃ ∶ U → U → U
∣ ◯∼ ∶ Π{AB} ∶ U. T [◯≃AB]→ TA→ TB → U
with T ∶ U → ∗ ∶=
T (⊛) = U
T (◯ΠAB) = Πa ∶ TA. T [Ba]
T (◯ΣAB) = Σa ∶ TA. T [Ba]
T (◯≃AB) = [Inductive Eq ∶ U → U → ∗
∣ r(⊛) ∶ Eq⊛⊛
∣ ◯Π∗ ∶ Π{A}{A′} ΠA∗ ∶ EqAA′
Π{B}{B′} ΠB∗ ∶ (Πaa′a∗. Eq(Ba)(B′a′)).
Eq(◯ΠAB)(◯ΠA′B′)
∣ ◯Σ∗ ∶ Π{A}{A′} ΠA∗ ∶ EqAA′
Π{B}{B′} ΠB∗ ∶ (Πaa′a∗. Eq(Ba)(B′a′)).
Eq(◯ΣAB)(◯ΣA′B′)
∣ ◯≃∗ ∶ Π{AA′}A∗{BB′}B∗. Eq(◯≃AB)(◯≃A′B′)
∣ ◯∼∗ ∶ ΠAA′A∗BB′B∗ee′e∗aa′a∗bb′b∗. Eq(◯∼ eab)(◯∼ e′a′b′)
with Rel {AB ∶ U} ∶ EqAB → TA→ TB → U
Rel (r(⊛))AB =◯≃AB
Rel (◯Π∗A∗B∗)ff ′ =◯Πx∶A◯Π x′∶A′ ◯Π x∗ ∶ Rel A∗xx′.
Rel (B∗xx′x∗)(fx)(f ′x′)
Rel (◯Σ∗A∗B∗)pp′ =◯Σx∗ ∶ Rel A∗(π1p)(π1p′).
Rel (B∗(π1p)(π1p′)x∗)(π2p)(π2p′)
Rel (◯≃∗AA′A∗BB′B∗)ee′ =◯Πaa′a∗ ◯Π bb′b∗.
◯≃ (◯∼ eab)(◯∼ e′a′b′)
Rel (◯∼∗AA′A∗BB′B∗ee′e∗aa′a∗bb′b∗)γγ′ =
◯∼ (e∗aa′a∗bb′b∗)γγ′
]AB
T (◯∼ eab) = T (Rel eab)
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